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CULTURE AND
EDUCATION
INSPIRES TONGAN
ALUMNUS

Professor Konai Helu Thaman
Professor Konai Helu Thaman is synonymous
with writing in the Pacific. Almost everyone
will remember reading her poems during their
school days.
Professor Thaman was born and raised
in Nuku’alofa, the capital of Tonga where she
lived with her mother’s extended family of three
grandaunts, a granduncle, an aunt and an uncle.
She was inspired by the women who looked
after her.
“They knew a lot about life and two of them
were teachers. I learned about the importance
of people’s culture to them and their identities at
a very young age through school and community
engagements.”
Professor Thaman completed her Bachelor of
Arts at the University of Auckland and started
her career as a teacher and writer: “I was forced
to write in order to make my teaching (of poetry)
more meaningful for my students who, like me,
did not like English literature!”

Pacific Education and Culture (1996). She also
served in various administrative positions such as
Director of the Institute of Education (IOE), Pro
Vice-Chancellor, Head of School of Humanities
and was also awarded the UNESCO Chair in
Teacher Education and Culture (1998).
“When I first came to USP I was stunned by the fact
that Pacific students were in the majority. When I
was at university in Auckland and California, I felt
‘lonely’, walking around campuses apologising
for myself. At USP, we do not feel that. We own
our university and no one can tell us otherwise.”
One of her concerns is that students are often
taught in an unfamiliar language and this may
impact their learning. She is also concerned
that there are not enough relevant reading
material for children of the Pacific. For now, she
is experimenting with writing childrens’ books.
Her first publication titled Reef Walking was
launched this year at the Vaka Pasifiki conference
in Honiara as part of the IOE Waka Books Series.
Professor Thaman feels very strongly about
education and culture – the subject of her PhD.
It is not a subject commonly studied but for her,
the two go hand in hand and impact each other
equally. Culture comes across strongly as the
central theme in her poems.

Later she completed her Master of Arts at UC
Santa Barbara in California but chose to do her
PhD in Education at The University of the South
Pacific (USP). “I wanted to do my PhD research
here in the Pacific and USP was the best place to
do my degree.”

“Culture matters, whether you are talking
about learning, teaching, managing, research,
sustainable development, or making a living. It
is the foundation of every good and bad thing
that happens – after all, we learn a lot from
the culture(s) in which we grow up and were
socialised.”

At USP, Professor Thaman started off as a
Lecturer and worked her way up to Senior
Lecturer, Reader, and finally a Personal Chair in

Professor Thaman believes USP has great
potential in terms of not only preserving the
Pacific culture, but promoting it.
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SAMOAN ALUMNUS WELCOMES SCHOLARSHIP
STUDENTS
Faculty of Arts, Law and Education.
As part of her role she provides
literacy as well as study skills support
to students.
During her talk, Mrs Buatava shared
her experience with students subtly
telling them through her narrative
that while the way to achieve
greatness in education may be
difficult, the journey is worth it for
the people they would meet on the
way.

Mrs Niseta Buatava speaking at the Welcome Meeting
Two hundred and thirty-four (234)
Australia Awards Pacific Scholarships
(AAPS) enrolled at The University of
the South Pacific (USP) this semester
were welcomed by alumnus Mrs
Niseta Buatava (BEd 2000, PGDLIT
2006) as part of their Welcome
Meeting.
The event was held on 9 March 2017.
The main address was delivered
by Mr Gordon Burns, Counsellor,
Regional Health, Education and
Gender at the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Australia
who congratulated the students for
securing the scholarship. This was
followed by Mrs Buatava’s welcome
note.

from Amercian Samoa, Mrs Buatava
came to USP to do her Bachelor’s
degree and graduated with a
Bachelor of Education in 2000. After
her graduation she taught at St
Thomas’ and Marist Brothers’ High
Schools. Later she got married to a
local and decided to stay in Fiji. Mrs
Buatava has been a mother-figure
to Samoan students who arrive to
study in a new country.
Mrs Buatava also completed
a Postgraduate Diploma and
Literature (2006) and is one of the
most well-known people at USP due
to her bubbly nature and her role as
a Student Learning Specialist at the

She highlighted the importance
of not simply sticking to book
knowledge but keeping an open
mind. Mrs Buatava shared her
personal experience in how she met
people of different nationalities at
USP and learnt that while there were
so many differences, there were
also fundamental principles what
bound them. These led to lifelong
friendships.
“You will meet a lot of people on
your journey and some of these
people will have a profound impact
on you and some of them might end
up becoming your spouse or dear
friend. Cherish these times as they
will some of the best years of your
life.”
Mrs Buatava will be leaving for the
Alafua Campus at the end of April
to continue her work as a Student
Learning Support staff there.

Mr Burns told the students that
the learning that students will do
together at USP will last through
their careers and hoped that it
will help them make a significant
difference to their countries and the
region.
After Mr Burn’s introductory remarks,
students had the opportunity to
hear from USP alumnus, Mrs Niseta
Buatava who talked about her
learning journey at USP. Originally
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Students listening intently to Mrs Buatava’s talk
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ALUMNI MENTOR STUDENTS AT TECH FEST
the industry, students work under
very strict deadlines and some even
go and work on-site which is really
excellent,” he remarked.

Some alumni at the event with Dean FSTE
Eight (8) alumni working in the
industry attended the Tech Fest by
Microsoft Initiatives organised by the
School of Computing, Information
and Mathematical Sciences (SCIMS)
at the Laucala Campus on 8 April.
Tech Fest is a coding carnival
which is dedicated to IT-related
team competitions. This event
was attended by a hundred (100)
students who were divided into
twenty (20) groups. These groups
were then allocated to the alumni at
the event. The University of the South
Pacific (USP) alumni at the event
were expected to provide industry
knowledge, mentor and lead their
groups to win in various events such
as Poster Design, Marketing, Quiz,
Word Hunt and Coding. The team
competition event ran for the entire
day finishing with a dinner event for
all participants.
In welcoming the students, Deputy
Vice-Chancellor Learning, Teaching
and Student Services (LTSS), Professor
Richard Coll said, “Nowadays there
are soft skills that employers look for
in graduates and the value of such
an event as this is that it will help you
develop these skills.”
Associate Professor Anjeela Jokhan,
Dean Faculty of Science, Technology
and Environment (FSTE), added to
Professor Coll’s sentiments and told
students that soft skills are important
because it gives them an edge over
students who would otherwise not
have the opportunity to be exposed

to such events.
Guest speaker at the inauguration,
a USP alumni, Mr Penioni Narube,
Analyst Programmer at Software
Factory emphasised the importance
of developing soft skills for graduates
to blend in with the industry.
Software Factory is a locally owned
software development company
that specialises in software design
and software development.
Mr Narube graduated with a
Bachelor’s degree in Computing
Science and Mathematics in 2011.
Mr Narube mentioned that his
experience at USP prepared him well
for the job especially the instilling of
good programme fundamentals and
practices which allowed him to easily
pick up on intricacies specific to the
platform on which he worked.
“But
while
having
technical
capabilities is crucial there are also
skills you must have like how you
conduct yourself in the workplace,
work ethics, attitude to which you
approach your work, communication
skills and how you blend in with
the team. These skills are equally
important,” Mr Narube said.

He advised students to make an
effort to attend all their lectures,
tutorials and labs, as missing these
arranged teaching sessions will result
in too much time and energy wasted
later on in trying to understand the
concepts which ideally should be
done in the classrooms.
According
to
Dr
Dhenesh
Subramanian, Coordinator of Tech
Fest, the Microsoft Initiatives will
be organising similar events in the
future to provide a platform for
students to sharpen their technical
and soft skills and eventually enable
them to be industry-ready when they
graduate.
Students and alumni at the event
also had an opportunity to win prizes.
Mrs. Georgina Naigulevu, Manager
Application Development, HFC
Bank and USP alumnus delivered the
valedictory address and distributed
the prizes to all the winners in the
day-long event. She inspired the
participants with her talk by drawing
references from her own personal
experience as a USP student and
how she has become a manager in
the industry.
The alumni prizes were won by Mr
Shalvindra Prasad, Mr Saaqib Akbar
and Mr Nitesh Nand.

He commended the effort by USP in
joining hands with stakeholders to
ensure that students are ready for
work when they graduate.
“I am glad that USP is taking
tremendous efforts to try and
bridge this gap for instance the IT
programme are given projects from

Participants at the Tech Fest
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ALUMNUS
LAUNCHES
BOOK
USP alumnus, Dr Zakia Ali-Chand,
has spent over thirty (30) years as
an educator in the field of English
Language. In 2011, she embarked
on a journey toward acquiring a
PhD from The University of the
South Pacific (USP), with the aim to
discover why students repeatedly
made mistakes in academic writing
despite English being the lingua
franca of the country and the
medium of instruction, business
and entertainment. Dr Ali-Chand
completed her studies and was
awarded PhD in Linguistics in 2015,
the year USP produced six (6) PhD
graduates, the highest for the
University in its history.
Fast forward to 4 April 2017, another
milestone in her academic career
was reached as she launched her
book titled Achieving Proficiency
in a Second Language. The official
launch was done by the ViceChancellor of Fiji National University
(FNU), Professor Nigel Healey, and
two Pro Vice-Chancellors, Professor
Nii-K Plange, Pro Vice-Chancellor
Research, and Dr Eci Nabalarua,
Pro Vice-Chancellor Learning and
Teaching.
The book is a rework of Dr AliChand’s PhD thesis which highlights

Dr Zakia Ali-Chand with her husband and son
the correlation between language
learning strategies that students use
to learn a second language and the
impact on their academic language
proficiency.
“I wanted to satisfy my own curiosity
about why students continued to
make certain common errors. Hence,
this research looked at the students’
errors from the perspective of
their language learning strategies.
It aimed to seek a correlation
between the two, that is, if the
strategies students used to learn a
second language correlated with
improvements in their academic
language,” she said.
The most interesting part of Dr Ali-

Dr Zakia AliChand’s book
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Chand’s research lies in the results.
While she set out to find a positive
correlation between the strategies
and increased proficiency, the data
showed an inclination toward a
negative correlation, that is, the
strategies used by students to learn
English did not necessarily make
them more proficient.
In his keynote address, the FNU
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Nigel
Healey, emphasised the need for
active research in areas relevant to
the growth and development of Fiji
if FNU is to compete globally in the
area of higher education.
Professor Nii-K Plange also iterated
the need to constantly “shift
the goalpost” and to challenge
academics and researchers in
achieving greater heights in their
academic careers.
Dr Zakia Ali-Chand’s book will be
on sale at the USP Book Centre in
Laucala.
Dr Zakia Ali-Chand is the Head
of School of Communication,
Language & Literature at the Fiji
National University.
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AUDREY BECOMES A PART OF THE ELITE MBA
ALUMNI COMMUNITY

Audrey Laura Pina Liti
Audrey Laura Pina Liti, 31 years
old, originally from Luatuanu’u,
Samoa, is the Master of Business
Administration (MBA) gold medallist
for the year 2017. Married to Charlie
Havea Liti of Vaini, Tonga and
a mother of two, Alejandro and
Arcangela, Audrey has now joined
the elite MBA alumni community.
Audrey has been working for Ports
Authority Tonga (PAT) since 2009.
At the time of her application, MBA
programme was offered in Tonga
on a part-time basis. For a Samoan
citizen living in Tonga at the time,
she was not entitled to apply for
any of the scholarships, as they were
available only for Tongan citizens.
So the opportunity of studying
Postgraduate
part-time,
while
also working to support her family
seemed an opportunity that she
could not miss. “I would like to thank
Ports Authority Tonga for sponsoring
my studies and supporting me in
every way possible. This journey
would not have been possible
without their assistance.”

She has been working as an
Accountant since her graduation
from The University of the South
Pacific (USP) in 2006 with a Bachelor
of Arts majoring in Accounting
and Management. An year ago,
Audrey decided to switch to Human
Resources. “I was in a one profession
for a long time, so I needed to
diversify my skills for seizing better
opportunities. Based on the MBA
programme’s curriculum, I felt that
this programme would perfectly
address my needs,” mentioned
Audrey.

Her children are her inspiration.
“I think it is natural for any parent,
to want only what is best for their
children just like how my parents did
for me and my siblings. I wanted to
set the bar high for my children but
I also wanted my children to witness
the fruits of hard work, perseverance
and determination. During my
studies, my kids have seen how
I stayed up late most nights and
had no social life except for work,
school and home. They have seen
it all; they will feel proud of my
accomplishments.”

“Graduate School of Business (GSB)
confirmed some of what I knew, but I
have also gained a whole new set of
skills, knowledge, and tools that I can
apply to work and to life in general.
I have learned a lot about myself –
about how I can be pushed and
stretched and how I can leverage
strengths I did not know I had. That’s
a valuable lesson in itself,” said
Audrey.

“MBA is an investment in yourself
that is worth it. MBA opened my eyes
on a whole new perspective and I
believe that my employer would
agree with that as well. Get out of
your comfort zone and do this! I was
also sitting at my comfort zone for
nine (9) years after undergraduate
studies and it took some real bad
experience at work to realise that
we should never stop learning and
investing in ourselves. So please do
not wait, do not defer, but act now!”

“MBA not only introduced me
to new knowledge but also the
company of other students whom I
now call my Cohort Family (Cohort
3 Tonga MBA Class). We motivated,
encouraged and supported each
other throughout our study. In
addition, I am excited to be joining
the MBA Alumni where I would also
meet the alumni family and learn
from each other through sharing
experience and knowledge”.
“The reason why I chose USP’s MBA
programme was because of its
accreditation through association of
MBAs (AMBA) and lower cost than
compared to universities in Australia
and New Zealand. The Course
Coordinators used to come to
Tonga and take classes here, making
it even more convenient for us rather
than watching online tutorials.”

Although she is proud of her
achievements, Audrey mentioned
that she had to sacrifice a lot of her
family time in order to complete
her MBA. Being a mother, it is
really inspiring to see Audrey not
only successfully completing her
programme but also achieving the
highest honour of becoming an MBA
gold medallist. “I am overwhelmed! I
am grateful! It is proof that with God
anything is possible and that hard
work, perseverance and the right
attitude, could take you forward and
upwards.”
Audrey is currently working as a
Deputy Manager for Corporate
Services for Ports Authority Tonga
and has been residing in Tonga for
the past nine (9) years.
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ALUMNI PROMOTED TO
PROFESSOR
Two of The University of the South
Pacific (USP) alumni who are also
senior academics were recently
promoted to the rank of Professor
through promotion to Personal
Chair. These ranks are awarded
to academics to recognise their
academic achievement in their area
of specialisation.
USP
alumnus,
Professor
Jito
Vanualailai completed his Bachelor
of Science degree in Mathematics
and Physics from USP in 1987.
Professor Vanualailai has published
almost sixty (60) scientific articles. In
1994, he joined USP as an Assistant
Lecturer at the age of 29. Since then,
he has held a number of positions

at USP including being the Head of
School of Computing, Information
and Mathematical Sciences (SCIMS),
Associate Dean of Research at
Faculty of Science, Technology and
Environment (FSTE) and is currently
the Director of Research.
Another USP alumnus promoted
to the rank of Personal Chair is
Professor
Alokanand
Sharma.
Professor Sharma completed his
Bachelor of Technology from USP
in 2000. Professor Sharma served in
various academic roles at USP with
his last being an Associate Professor
in the School of Engineering and
Physics (SEP). Professor Sharma has
published more than ninety (90)

Professor Jito Vanualailai, and
Professor Alokanand Sharma
papers in his field. He has reviewed
several articles and is on the editorial
board of several journals. Currently,
he is a Scientist at RIKEN Centre
for Integrative Medical Sciences,
Japan, and a Visiting Lecturer at the
Tokyo Medical and Dental University
(TMDU), Japan.
Professor Vanualailai and Professor
Sharma are the first regional staff at
USP to attain Personal Chair from
USP in the Sciences.

ALUMNI DIARY
to lead Tonga either in public or
private sector, to stay focused and
excel. We all aimed for excellence
and success. In the journey of life
a person has three choices before
him. Does he quit, camp or climb?
I stressed to my colleagues, to be a
climber and not a quitter or camper
on their future endeavours.

BE A CLIMBER
My experience in the third MBA
Cohort at Tonga Campus was as
lucky as the number three (3), my
lucky number. There were forty nine
(49) applicants but when we then sat
the MBA entrance test we were left
with only twenty six (26) students to
start the race. Two of our students
passed-away on the way and four
did not continue with us. We were
left with twenty (20) students to finish
the journey. We were very fortunate
to graduate with Postgraduate
Certificate after completing the
three
courses,
Postgraduate
Diploma after six courses and MBA
after twelve courses. The earlier
two cohorts did not graduate with
Postgraduate Certificate or Diploma
like us or even sit the MBA entrance
examination.
As a former leader of Tonga I believe
that all leaders in the Pacific Islands
should take MBA to master the
operation of an organisation and to
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Sunia Manu Fili
know how to deal with and to lead
the people effectively and efficiently
in an organisation. There have been
many project failures in Tonga in the
past decade because people in the
front-line were not equipped with the
required knowledge to perform the
task. Most were technical graduates
with no knowledge of management
and finance. I therefore proclaim
that the MBA students will be
excellent investment for the future
development of Tonga and the
Pacific.
As the Class Representative, I always
encouraged our group to get ready

We are so grateful that MBA was
offered straight at our doorsteps. We
could stay together with our families
in Tonga and study at the same time.
We had Lecturers from all over the
globe and from all walks of life to
teach us on the subjects and also to
share their experiences.
MBA is currently assisting me as the
Chairman of Eua Sea Transportation
Council, a community project and
business which operates a boat
known as MV Onemato for sea
transport between Eua, and the
main island of Tongatapu. Not only
that, MBA also assists in my own
business operation in finance, travel
and legal services - all aimed for
success and for the development of
Tonga. Thank you USP!
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TUVALU ALUMNI MEET

The University of the South Pacific Alumni
Network (USPAN) Tuvalu Group met on 3
March and later on 30 March at USP’s Tuvalu
Campus to discuss ways in which alumni can
engage with the University in various ways,
such as volunteer mentoring. The meeting
was opened by a prominent Tuvaluan USP
alumunus, Governor General of Tuvalu, His
Excellency Iakoba Taeia Italeli. The meeting
was attended by twenty six (26) Alumni who
also registered for the USPAN.

USPAN Tuvalu Group

REPUBLIC OF PALAU ALUMNUS VISITS LAUCALA CAMPUS
The recent courtesy visit by the President of the Republic of Palau, His Excellency
Tommy E. Remengesau included Her Excellency Ngedikes Olai Uludong,
an alumnus of The University of the South Pacific (USP) in his delegation. HE
Uludong is the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of
Palau. She graduated from USP with a Postgraduate Diploma in Climate Change
(2011) and with a Master of Science in Climate Change (2014). The delegation
was in Fiji for the preparatory meeting for the UN Conference on Oceans in New
York in June.

HE Ngedikes Uludong

ALUMNUS APPOINTED GENERAL MANAGER
Fiji Airways recently announced the appointment of USP alumnus Mr Athil Narayan
as the General Manager of its domestic subsidiary, Fiji Link. Mr Narayan graduated
from The University of the South Pacific (USP) with a Bachelor of Arts in Economic and
Management in 1993 and started his career with Fiji Airways in 1994 as a Graduate
Trainee. He also has a Masters degree in Business and Technology from the University
of New South Wales and has served in various management positions before taking
up his current role.

Mr Athil Narayan
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ANGELA NGAMATA PUPURE CHARLIE
Country: Cook Islands

Fund and be a mentor for our
members to save for their retirement
and see its importance in life.
Personal goals are to become a role
model for my children giving them
every opportunity to achieve success
through continuous education either
in country or abroad.

Programme: Postgraduate Diploma
in Public Sector Management (2013),
Master of Business Administration
(2007)
Occupation: Manager Corporate
Services, Cook Islands National
Superannuation Fund
Why did you choose your field of
study? I spent fourteen (14) years
of my work life in the Private Sector
and the transition to the Public
Sector was quite challenging for me.
My chosen field of study enhanced
my knowledge, understanding and
experience to progress in my career
and contribute to the economic and
social development of the Cook
Islands.
Briefly reflect on your student life
at USP? It was quite challenging
at first given that I put off tertiary
education for over seventeen (17)
years. The programme offered in
the Cook Islands was quite valuable
as I could continue with full time
employment and best of all, did not
have to leave family behind to travel
abroad to study.
Greatest achievement[s] as a
student: Graduating! I am so proud
to call myself a graduate student of
The University of the South Pacific
(USP). I am currently pursuing a
Bachelor of Laws degree as a parttime student whilst maintaining full
time employment.
Career Highlights since Graduation: Continuous growth in my career, recognition and most importantly becoming a mentor for my
staff to study at USP Cook Islands
and pursuing their dreams of becoming graduates. We now have
88% of employees at Cook Islands
National Superannuation Fund
studying at USP pursing their diplomas and towards a graduate degree.
Who/what do you credit your
success to? What inspires you?
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I owe my successes in achieving my
goals to my former employer and
a former MBA graduate of USP, Ms
Anne Herman-Fua who consistently
empowered me to pursue continuous education with USP, my loving
family and parents, and God. Finally
yet importantly, I give thanks to our
heavenly father for his continuous
guidance.
How do you think USP helped you
in your career? USP has helped
tremendously with providing assistance towards scholarship opportunities, providing study tips, and
most importantly, new learning has
increased my knowledge and understanding in the Public Sector and
great salary increments because of
having a degree.
Describe any challenges you face
to reach where you are today
and how you overcame those
challenges? A main challenge
faced was the fear of failing a course
because of the seventeen (17)
year gap of no tertiary education. I
believe if “there is a will, there is a
way to face those challenges and
remove barriers that I believed that
gave me restrictions to progressing
forward to achieving excellence.”
Where do you see yourself in 10
years (career and/or personal
goals)? My career goals are to
progress towards becoming a leader
to achieve success in the Cook
Islands National Superannuation

What advice would you give to
current and future students of
USP? Pursue your dreams and aim
high. Give time to experience the
work life so that you receive the
guidance in making informed decisions of where you would like to see
yourself in your career. Most importantly, always excel towards success.
Please share top three tips that
you think are most important for
our recent graduates that will
help them when starting out on
their career paths.
1. Never get discouraged when your
first job application is declined or
you did not make the top short
list. Keep on trying and always
strive for success.
2. Return to your home countries
and
serve
your
people.
Accomplishments at USP are to
be shared back home.
3. Be role models and continuously
promote successes at USP.
What has your involvement been
with the University since you
graduated? I was elected as the
Vice-President of the Cook Islands
USP Students’ Association in 2013
and have served the students for the
past three (3) years representing students’ affairs and issues to the USP
Student Association Council Meetings and being the voice of the Cook
Islands Students.
On the 8 April 2016, I was appointed
as the new USPSA Chairperson for
a two (2) year period by the USP
Students’ Association Council at its
14th USPSA Federal Council Meeting
held in Nadi, Fiji.
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DR MOHAMMED ASID ZULLAH
Country: Fiji

Where do you see yourself in 10
years (career and/or personal
goals)? I see myself well equipped
with expert knowledge and resources of my field, enhanced skills where
I am more reputable than now and in
a decent position, where I would be
dealing with more challenges and
working as an asset for the organisation.

Programme: Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Mechanical & Manufacturing) (2007)
Occupation: Senior Engineer in
classification society (Korean Register), Republic of Korea
Why did you choose your field of
study? Engineering is the field that
solves most of our problems in the
world. I wanted to become a mechanical engineer - like a wizard of
the society; everyone wants them
to fix their problems, and no one is
quite sure how they came up with
the solution.
Briefly reflect on your student life
at USP? USP has a distinctive positive energy and is alive with students
sharing, exploring and learning. My
USP days are unforgettable and in
fact those days are happiest of my
life. I enjoyed myself a lot when I was
a student at USP. Late night studies
with friends at “white bench” until
the early morning and later hurrying
to attend lectures without sleep.
Greatest achievement[s] as a student: In the third year of my studies,
I lead a group of engineering student
to represent Fiji in an international robotics competition, the ABU ROBOCON Contest that was held in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. ROBOCON is a robotics competition where undergraduate students are required to construct
intelligent machines to compete with
their peers internationally.
Career Highlights since Graduation: I had many achievements but
the notable ones are 1) Co-chaired
and represented my company as
subject matter expert in 4 IEC standard development project team for
marine energy; and 2) Currently, I am
working as a Senior Engineer, where
I work with world-class shipbuilders
and manufacturing companies, delivering timely, expert practical engineering services.

Who/what do you credit your success to? What inspires you? My
parents are my inspiration, because
they both always showed me the
good values in life, always showed
me how determination, ambition
and hard work is important in life.
They are my motivators and always
showed me that everyone deserves
a second chance in life and to never
quit.
How do you think USP helped you
in your career? The foundation of
my career was laid at USP. USP provided me the power to foster appreciation of the interdependence
of all humankind and respect other
cultures and value systems, as well
as encouraging dialogue to work
through conflicts. Through USP’s collaboration with Korean universities, I
was offered a scholarship by Professor. Lee Young-Ho of Korea Maritime and Ocean University to pursue
my Masters and PhD in Mechanical
Engineering.
Describe any challenges you face
to reach where you are today and
how you overcame those challenges? The high reputation in having superior standards of education
and the opportunity to challenge
myself motivated me to take graduate studies in South Korea. I had encountered fierce competitions and
success came with hard work and
dedication. Persistence and continuous skill development had been my
key.

What advice would you give to
recent graduates of USP? Try and
work with as many different types
of people and in as many different
situations as possible. Volunteer for
interesting projects, introduce yourself to someone new every day and
embrace the uncomfortable nature
of not knowing everything. Do not
conform or be afraid to try and fail.
Failure is an important ingredient to
success.
Please share top three tips that
you think are most important for
our recent graduates that will
help them when starting out on
their career paths.
1. Pick something that most suits
your
interests,
experience
and skills. In applications,
demonstrate your passion and
knowledge for that particular
path with a well-tailored resume
and cover letter.
2. Join professional social networks
which are good for networking
with industry headhunters. Ensure
to keep all publicly accessible
information employer-friendly.
3. Start thinking about how to
take control of your career
development on an ongoing basis
– by knowing your skills, values
and interests and continuously
improving them – as this will be
helpful for you throughout your
working life.
What has your involvement been
with the University since you
graduated? I have kept in contact
with my School, and have published
few journal papers with colleagues. I
have also promoted my country and
USP wherever and whenever possible; at international meeting and
conference or at public speeches.
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SHASHIKANT NAIR FIJI

KOLINIO MEO FIJI

He graduated in 1973 with a Bachelor of Arts and
Graduate Certificate of Education. As a student
he was actively involved in activism and creative
writing. After graduation he worked in a number
of senior positions in the Government of Fiji. Later
he migrated to New Zealand and currently works in
the United Nations Development Programme at its
Headquarters in New York.

He graduated in 1973 with a Diploma in
Education and with a Bachelor of Education
in 1977. His first job after graduation was as
a Technical Teacher at a secondary school in
Fiji. He then served in various positions for
the Government of Fiji including being the
Director of Fiji Institute of Technology. He
is retired but currently works as a freelance
consultant at Dravucevua Enterprise.

MEREIA VOLAVOLA FIJI

HON. JEAN PIERRE NIRUA
VANUATU

She graduated in 1989 with a Bachelor of Arts in
Economics, Management and Public Administration.
Her first job after graduation was an Economic
Planning Officer at the Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Commerce (Fiji) after which she served in a number of
different prominent positions. Mereia is currently the
Chief Executive Officer at the Pacific Islands Private
Sector Organisations (PIPSO).
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He graduated in 1984 with a Bachelor of Arts
and Public Administration and in 2002 with
a MBA. After graduation he worked as the
Aid Coordination Officer at the Government
of Vanuatu National Planning and Statistics
Office and later worked his way up to the
position of its Director. He is the current
Minister of Education and Training.

DR FRANCO RODIE SOLOMON IS.

DR TAMARISI YABAKI FIJI

He graduated in 1982 with a Diploma in Education in
Science and a Bachelor in Science Degree Majoring in
Chemistry/Physics graduating in 1991. Beginning as
a teacher he has worked at the Ministry of Education
in various senior positions. Dr Rodie is the present
Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Education and
Human Resource Development in Solomon Islands.

She graduated in 1981 with a Bachelor of
Education majoring in Geography. She
joined the teaching profession after her
graduation. She completed her Masters and
PhD from the University of Canberra after
which she returned to work as a Lecturer
at USP. She is now self-employed as an
advocate and consultant.

LOUZANNE SAHIB FIJI

DR SIOPE O’FA TONGA

She graduated in 1998 with a Bachelor of Arts in
Land Management and Development and began her
career as Graduate Trainee as Valuer with Ministry
of Lands and Mineral Resources. She later worked
as former Principal Valuer for the HFC Bank, Fiji.
Louzanne is the Secretary of the Institute of Valuation
and Estate Management of Fiji and is currently with
Rolle Associates a private valuation and property
consultancy firm where she is Consultant Valuer.

He graduated in 1998 with a Bachelor of Arts
majoring in Management and Economics.
He worked for the Government of Tonga
in the area of international trade policy
pursuing a PhD from the Australian National
University. He is now the Economic Affairs
Officer in the United Nations Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific.

ASS. PROF. HUGH ANDERSON
NEW ZEALAND

HANNALINE NALAU ILO
VANUATU

He graduated in 1998 with a Master in Computer
Science. During the time he had been working
as a Lecturer at USP in the School of Computing,
Information and Mathematical Sciences (SCIMS). He
left Fiji in 2000 for Singapore where he completed his
PhD at the National University of Singapore. Hugh is
an Associate Professor at the University of Singapore
at present.

She graduated in 1999 with a Certificate of
Laws and later with a Bachelor of Laws in
2005. After her graduation she served for
a little while as a Senior Investigator at the
Vanuatu Ombudsman’s Office before being
appointed as a Legal Officer at the Public
Service Commission. She is now a Senior
Magistrate for the Republic of Vanuatu.

USP ALUMNI NEWS

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

2000s

2010s

KAHO O’FA TONGA

DALE HERMANSON USA

He graduated in 2000 with a Bachelor of Arts majoring
in Management and Economics. After graduation he
worked for the National Bank of Tonga for six (6) years
before moving to the Retirement Fund Board (RFB).
He is currently on a RFB Postgraduate Scholarship for
a Master of Applied Finance at the Victoria University
of Wellington, New Zealand.

He graduated in 2007 with a Master of Arts
and Development Studies. He came to Fiji
in 1985 to work at the Pacific Community
(SPC) where he stayed until starting his own
business in 1994. Dale owns and manages
Pasifika Communications, the largest and
one of the most successful advertising
agency/media production facility in the
Pacific Island region.

SALASEINI DAUNABUNA FIJI

METUA TEVAIIMENE COOK
ISLANDS

She graduated in 2004 with a Bachelor of Laws, a
Professional Diploma in Legal Practice in 2005 and
Professional Diploma in Legislative Drafting in 2008.
She has spent ten (10) years working in the AttorneyGeneral’s office on employment related issues and
has also served as the Government Advisor to the
ILO Governing Bodies and Conferences. She is
the present Permanent Secretary for Employment,
Productivity and Industrial Relations.

He graduated in 2000 with a Bachelor of
Arts and in 2009 with a MBA. He started
working as the Purchasing Manager at The
Rarotongan Beach Resort after his graduation
and took up various roles before his current
job as Director of Destination Development Cook Islands Tourism Corporation.

SAMUELA SAVOU FIJI

ANJI RITA NAIDU FIJI

He graduated in 2007 with a Master of Business
Administration. He was appointed as the Trade
Commissioner for Pacific Islands Trade and Invest
in Beijing, China soon after he completed his
qualification. As part of his role in China, Sam was
instrumental in setting up Confucius Centre at the
Laucala Campus. He is still residing in China where
he is the Director for Communications at Beijing City
International School.

She graduated in 2004 with Bachelor of
Education in Language and Literature, a
Postgraduate Diploma in Development
Studies in 2013 and Postgraduate Certificate
in Gender Studies in 2015. She started her
career as a high school teacher and then
worked as Publications Officer for the Journal
of Pacific Studies. She is currently doing
Postgraduate studies in New Zealand.

FAZEENA HUSSAIN FIJI

BETTY BARKHA FIJI

She graduated in 2010 with a Bachelor of Commerce
with double majors in Accounting and Information
Systems and with a Postgraduate Diploma in
Accounting in 2012. She began her career as a
Graduate Accountant at Pricewaterhouse Coopers
and also served as an Examiner at the Reserve Bank
of Fiji. She has since moved to New Zealand and is
currently a Senior Analyst at Reserve Bank of New
Zealand.

She graduated in 2012 with a Bachelor of
Arts majoring in Sociology and Psychology.
She had secured an internship with the
UNDP Pacific Office in her last semester of
undergraduate studies and continued in that
position after graduation. Betty is currently
based in Thailand where she works with
the Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and
Development.

DAISY ALIK-MOMOTARO MARSHALL
ISLANDS

JUNIOR THOMAS ALETA
TOKELAU

She graduated in 2015 with a Master in Business
Administration. She ran for the parliament during the
general election while completing her MBA. She is
currently a Senator for Jaluit Atoll and the Chairperson
for the Judicial and Government Relations. Daisy is
one of three (3) women in the Republic of Marshall
Islands Parliament.

He graduated in 2012 with a Postgraduate
Diploma in Education and completed
his Master in Education in 2013. After
completing his studies at USP, Junior was
appointed the Deputy Director of Education
for the Tokelau Department of Education. He
is the present Director of Education for the
Tokelau Department of Education.
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DOWN MEMORY LANE

1978 graduation

Graduates of 1978

1984 graduation dinner
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Stay Connected
to USP, your

Alma Mater!

Our professional network provides opportunities make new business
contacts, obtain referrals, view professional profiles of other alumni and
inform other USP alumni of your professional endeavors.

Register Online: www.usp.ac.fj/alumni

www.facebook.com/USPAlumniNetwork

www.usp.ac.fj/alumnilinkedin

twitter.com/USPAlumni

www.instagram.com/unisouthpacific

Contact Details

T: +679 3232914
E: alumni@usp.ac.fj
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